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KEY TAKEAWAYS
Security And Risk Pros Can’t Keep Up With The Tsunami Of Vulnerabilities
CVSS reported 7,945 official vulnerabilities in 2014 alone -- which means that S&R pros
simply can’t handle the volume of findings from vulnerability assessments. And the rise
of the Internet of Things means that employees and customers have bugs not just in
their pockets, but also in their thermostats, in their cars, and on their wrists.
Integration Makes Vulnerability Management More Powerful
Integrating adjacent spaces like attack-path modeling, GRC, operational automation,
and penetration testing with vulnerability management allows S&R pros to gain insight
into prioritization, get a better picture of risk, reduce unneeded work, and decrease
operational friction.
Vendors Offer Solutions To Move Vulnerability Management Past Scanning
Vulnerability management is a necessary component to security, but it becomes more
meaningful when coupled with complementary security solutions. To aid in this,
vendors offer products that link vulnerability management with technologies such as
privileged identity management, configuration management, and behavioral monitoring.
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WHY READ THIS REPORT
Cybersecurity incident disclosures and vulnerability warnings continue to be released at an alarming and
fatiguing rate, and there aren’t any signs of breach activity slowing down. Vulnerability management is
more important than ever, yet staying on top of vulnerabilities poses a major challenge for security and
risk (S&R) professionals. This report analyzes the ways in which the vulnerability management technology
space has evolved. It will help S&R pros repair their strained or broken processes and move past lowimpact checkbox scanning to proactive, risk-based assessments.
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MANAGING VULNERABILITIES IS CRITICAL, BUT S&R STILL STRUGGLES WITH IT
Exploiting weaknesses in applications, browsers, and operating systems is often the first step in
compromising a target. In Forrester’s Business Technographics® Global Security Survey, 2014,
software vulnerabilities were the leading method for carrying out external attacks, and web
applications were the third most popular avenue (see Figure 1-1). Addressing existing threats and
vulnerabilities was security technology decision-makers’ top priority in 2014 and has been a top
three priority for the past three years (see Figure 1-2).1 Furthermore, 76% of IT security groups say
that they are mostly or fully responsible for threat and vulnerability management (see Figure 1-3).
Despite the focus on vulnerabilities, security and risk (S&R) teams still struggle to address them.
Vulnerabilities come in a variety of flavors, targeting web applications, network controls, databases, or
endpoints. If it’s connected to the network and contains software, it can contain vulnerabilities. Crosssite scripting (XSS) and SQL injection have been around for years, yet we struggle to remediate them —
Verizon’s “2015 Data Breach Investigations Report” found that 19% of web application attacks it studied
began with successful SQL injections.2 Flawed vulnerability management practices are making it trivial
for attackers to breach you. Traditional vulnerability scanning falls short because:

■ The main driver is compliance. A host of government and industry regulations, such as the
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) and Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA), mandate a regular and active vulnerability management program.
Vulnerability management tools are mainly used to ensure minimal compliance with regulations,
the dreaded “checkbox/tick-box compliance.” Many organizations rarely operate outside of these
standards. Home Depot and Target had met their PCI compliance requirements, but they still
lost payment card data.3 As one executive at vulnerability management vendor Core Security
put it, “Compliance has become a ceiling, not a floor.”

■ S&R pros are overwhelmed by vulnerability scanner findings. 2014’s avalanche of 7,945
vulnerabilities far outstripped 2013’s 5,191 (see Figure 2). S&R pros have neither the time nor
the resources to handle the sheer volume of findings from vulnerability assessments. 2014
terrorized S&R pros with pernicious and widespread vulnerabilities like Heartbleed, Shellshock,
and POODLE.4 For example, attackers exploited the unpatched Heartbleed bug at Community
Health Systems and stole around 4.5 million patients’ data.5 The attack allegedly occurred after
the vulnerability was disclosed, highlighting Community Health Systems’ laggard response.

■ S&R pros lack proper prioritization. Security and operations team have very limited resources,
and remediating the most critical vulnerabilities is a constant challenge. Vulnerability scans
produce reams of red flags, many of which are not immediately vital. This is because S&R
pros often rely on default, vendor-supplied criticality measures or third-party metrics, such
as Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS). Researchers at the University of Trento
in Italy found that CVSS scores focus on impact without enough emphasis on risk, such as
the prevalence of exploits in the wild. In doing so, CVSS leads to inaccurate assessments of
criticality and to S&R pros wasting resources remediating the wrong vulnerabilities.6
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■ S&R teams have a multitude of different scanners. S&R pros use a number of different
vulnerability scanning solutions for their technology environment. For example, many firms use
a traditional vulnerability scanner like Rapid7’s Nexpose, a web application scanner like HP’s
WebInspect, a database scanner from Imperva, and an SAP scanning solution like Onapsis —
all at the same time. Thus, getting a single view of the vulnerabilities across these scanners is a
challenge. These solutions tend to silo results and prevent S&R pros from getting a clear macro
understanding of the vulnerabilities of high-value assets.

■ The remediation process is painfully inefficient. Vulnerability management and patch
management go hand in hand because after the S&R group finds critical vulnerabilities, it must
patch and validate them. However, remedial friction and inefficient handoff to the operations
team can lengthen the time it takes to patch.7 The longer the vulnerability window is open, the
easier it is for an attacker to stroll in.
Figure 1 Vulnerabilities Plague Organizations
1-1

Software vulnerabilities are the most commonly exploited avenues into organizations
“How was the external attack (on your company in the past 12 months) carried out?”
Software vulnerability
(software exploit)

53%

User interaction (watering hole attack,
phishing, malicious link,
email attachment)

44%

Web application (SQL injection,
cross-site scripting, remote ﬁle inclusion)

33%

Use of stolen credentials

32%

Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS)

Other

10%

3%

Base: 117 North American and European security technology decision-makers who have
experienced an external data breach in the past 12 months
(1,000+ employees)
Source: Forrester’s Business Technographics® Global Security Survey, 2014
119814

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.
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Figure 1 Vulnerabilities Plague Organizations (Cont.)
1-2

Addressing threats and vulnerabilities is the top priority
“Which of the following initiatives are likely to be your ﬁrm’s/organization’s top
IT security priorities over the next 12 months?”
(High/critical priorities — top ﬁve responses)
Addressing existing threats and vulnerabilities

88%

Improving the security of customer-facing services
and applications

82%

Achieving and/or maintaining regulatory compliance

82%

Ensuring business partners/third parties comply with
our security requirements

79%

Complying with security requirements placed upon us
by business partners

77%

Base: 372 to 402 North American and European security technology decision-makers
(1,000+ employees)
Note: Base ﬂuctuation is due to randomization of response options.
1-3

Majority of S&R pros are responsible for vulnerability management
“To what extent is your ﬁrm’s IT security group responsible for the following activities?”
Don’t know/does not apply
Security is about half responsible

Security is not at all responsible
Security is mostly responsible

Security is slightly responsible
Security is fully responsible

2%
2%
Threat and vulnerability
management

5% 15%

37%

39%

Base: 701 North American and European security technology decision-makers
(1,000+ employees)
Source: Forrester’s Business Technographics Global Security Survey, 2014
119814

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.
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Figure 2 The Volume Of Vulnerabilities Is Overwhelming
Number of vulnerabilities
7,945

5,191

1,189

2013

2014

2015

Note: Data is up to date as of March 3, 2015.
Source: CVE Details (http://www.cvedetails.com)
119814

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT IS MORE THAN JUST SCANNING
The vulnerability management process involves five important steps: 1) discover, 2) assess, 3) report,
4) remediate, and 5) validate (see Figure 3). However, S&R pros have trouble navigating the life cycle
and instead find themselves falling back on low-value, tactical, checkbox vulnerability scanning.
S&R pros run scans as needed, but they will often miss reporting, remediation, and validation. Here
are the questions S&R pros wrestle with:

■ What should I scan? While it would be ideal to know every single weakness, scanning your
entire technology environment isn’t feasible. Vulnerability scans involve sending and receiving
large amounts of packets — hence, engaging all endpoints would be extremely taxing and
disruptive for your network. Also, probing the whole of your systems for information will
produce an overwhelming amount of results.

■ When should I scan? Forrester’s top customer vulnerability management inquiry is “How
often should I scan X?” S&R pros commonly initiate scans on daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly,
or annual basis, often as required by compliance mandates. Prioritization of assets — not
compliance mandates — should determine scan frequency. Additionally, vulnerabilities are
only detected at the time of scan, leaving a window of time between scans when systems
remain or become vulnerable. You should do vulnerability assessments on a regular basis, if not
continuously. You can’t remediate what you don’t know; vulnerability assessment frequency is
directly related to your security risk visibility.
© 2015, Forrester Research, Inc. Reproduction Prohibited
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■ How do I make sense of this information? After vulnerability scans, S&R pros get a giant list
of the existing vulnerabilities in their environment. You need to triage the enormous volume
of results — of which an alarming number will be marked “critical” — with a mix of process
and technology. You can’t fix everything, but you can implement measures to reduce the risk
exposure of your organization. Thus, focus on your data. Base remediation prioritization
on high-level measures of risk: host compromise difficulty, application data toxicity, and
vulnerability intrinsic risk.8 Vulnerability management technology platforms include tools to
assist with the visualization and prioritization of vulnerability remediation efforts.

■ How should I remediate? Solutions will depend on the nature of the problem and the
availability of a fix. Remediation can constitute deploying software patches, correcting
misconfigured settings of affected systems, or implementing additional security controls if a
fix isn’t available. At the same time, you might accept vulnerability risks depending on your
organization’s risk appetite. After you triage vulnerabilities, have IT operations carry out
corrective actions and ensure the asset owners aware of the process.

■ How do I work with the operations team? This is a painful roadblock for many organizations,
and remediation timeliness suffers. The transfer of duties from security to operations is the
digital equivalent of handing off a stack of paper. This isn’t productive; operations must know
the highest priorities they need to respond to with their limited resources. S&R pros and
ops should be partners, not enemies. The important part here is communication. Reduce
operational friction through clear roles and responsibilities and cooperation. Leverage
vulnerability management tools for automation and workflow orchestration.

■ What next? Vulnerability management doesn’t stop after remediation. Rescan to verify all patch
implementations and configuration corrections. Additionally, use penetration testing products
and services to further validate that you’ve closed all the holes that have existing exploits in
the wild. If remediation of your most critical assets fails, the entire vulnerability management
process falls apart.
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Figure 3 The Vulnerability Management Life Cycle
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Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.

Disruptive Technologies Introduce More Vulnerabilities And Challenges
Today, practically every company is a technology company, with mobile applications, social
communication channels, cloud services, and other innovations changing the way businesses engage
at each stage of the customer life cycle.9 Thus, the traditional technology border is extending, assets are
proliferating, and data volumes are exploding. Your number of vulnerabilities increases as your attack
surface expands, which puts your critical customer data and intellectual property at greater risk.
What does this mean for vulnerability management? Periodic scanning isn’t enough, because
snapshot assessments of risk aren’t effective in today’s dynamic environments. You need continuous
monitoring.10 Continuous monitoring is required by compliance mandates such as the Federal
Information Security Management Act (FISMA), but it shouldn’t stop there. Continuous monitoring
provides situational awareness and real-time visibility into your environment. Yet monitoring alone
isn’t enough; continuous monitoring must extend into containment and response.
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There’s A Bug In Your Pocket
Mobility continues to extend your company’s reach and utility in unique and powerful ways.11 The
mobile mind shift is an expectation that an individual (consumer or employee) can get what they want
in their immediate context and moments of need.12 What this means for S&R pros is that static security
policies and controls must become dynamic security policies and controls determined at the time of
engagement.13 S&R pros need to be business enablers, or they’ll risk business owners launching rogue
mobile initiatives or bypassing security altogether.14 But S&R pros still struggle with mobility, because:

■ Traditional vulnerability management is inadequate for securing the mobile moment.
According to Forrester’s Global Business Technographics Telecommunications And Mobility
Workforce Survey, 2015, 61% of employees work from home, 31% work in public places such
as coffee shops, and 43% work while commuting at least a few times a month.15 Content and
services need to be available immediately for employees and easy to use. More people are opting
for software-as-a-service (SaaS) applications to perform their job, rendering virtual private
networks (VPNs) less effective in connecting devices to the corporate network. This poses a
significant challenge: How can you scan devices when they aren’t on the corporate network?
The effectiveness of traditional vulnerability management on mobility is limited. S&R pros need
to find a way to balance the seamlessness, simplicity, and availability of user experience with
granular and proactive security.

■ More operating systems mean more problems. A majority of employees use some form of
a mobile device to get their jobs done, and these devices have an array of operating systems.16
However, the most commonly used operating systems face their own challenges. An analysis
by GFI Software of the National Vulnerability Database found that iOS had the second
highest number of vulnerabilities in 2014, right behind Mac OS X.17 Mobile phone carriers
are notorious for not providing updates to the latest version of Android. This delay results in
Android vulnerabilities that go unpatched, leaving mobile devices at risk. Google disclosed
it will no longer be developing security patches for vulnerabilities found in Android versions
below KitKat (4.4).18 Yet as of March 2, 2015, more than half of the 1.4 billion Android users are
using platform versions older than Android KitKat (4.4).19

Virtualization And Cloud Add To Vulnerability Complexity
Firms adopt cloud-based services and virtual systems for their cost, flexibility, and speed.20 But
transitioning to the cloud doesn’t come without challenges. The dynamic nature of virtualization
can create blind spots in vulnerability management. Virtual machines (VMs) are vulnerable to
compromises like hyperjacking and hypervisor escape.21 In 2014 alone, VMware provided advisories
for 14 vulnerabilities.22 Several startups, such as Evident.io and Threat Stack, offer solutions to help
S&R pros manage the vulnerabilities in cloud environments. Evident.io provides Amazon Web
Services (AWS) assessments for security vulnerabilities, usage of infrastructure, and risk posture.
Threat Stack monitors and protects Linux workloads operating in AWS environments. Particular
vulnerability management concerns for virtualization are:
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■ Configuration management. Provisioning and deleting virtual machines are easy tasks,
but keeping track of VMs as they are spun up, cloned, moved, or suspended can be quite
demanding. VM sprawl is a nightmare for many organizations. Unchecked virtualization is
problematic for change and configuration management because of the inability to be certain you
have scanned all systems, leaving your assets vulnerable.

■ Governance. Hosting of workloads and data in a cloud infrastructure is a shared responsibility.
For example, in Amazon’s web security environment, Amazon is responsible for the underlying
infrastructure but the customer is responsible for everything on top of that, such as the
infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) and SaaS workloads. Protection of workloads regardless of
location is still the liability of S&R pros, so protection must travel with the data.

The Connected World Raises The Bar
S&R pros need to stay ahead of the wave of technological change — or at least keep pace.
Vulnerabilities can pop up all over, and S&R pros need to be both aware of and ready to remediate
them. Looking ahead, vulnerability management programs must consider:

■ The Internet of Things (IoT). People are finding novel ways of improving products by connecting
them to other devices, systems, or services. Products such as smart refrigerators, connected home
monitors, and intelligent printers will soon make their debut in the corporate environment. But
don’t let the allure of shiny new toys distract you. Researchers at HP Fortify studied 10 of the most
popular IoT devices, which include home thermostats and alarms. They found that six out of the
10 evaluated devices that provide user interfaces were vulnerable to problems such as cross-site
scripting and weak credentials.23 Heartbleed and Shellshock affect IoT devices.

■ Third-party security. Enterprises engage with multiple partners and third parties for daily
business. But your partners’ technology environments are a part of your digital ecosystem.
If access controls are not properly implemented, a misstep in an affiliate’s security is all an
adversary needs to gain a foothold into your environment. The Target breach is a good
example of the risks of connectivity to third parties. Adversaries compromised credentials
from Target’s HVAC contractor, Fazio Mechanical Services, and used them to move laterally
into the retailer’s network system. Once inside, attackers were able to exfiltrate 110 million
consumers’ credit card and personal data.24

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT IS REINVENTING ITSELF
Chief information security officers (CISOs) have tended to see vulnerability management as blocking
and tackling — important, but not exciting or new. However, 2014’s serious open source vulnerabilities
put vulnerability management back in the spotlight. Forrester has found that traditional vulnerability
scanners are commoditized with little difference between each in terms of capabilities. Vendors also
understand the maturity of these tools and are adding more value to their product through a more
comprehensive offering. We are seeing heightened activity in this space from:
© 2015, Forrester Research, Inc. Reproduction Prohibited
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■ Technology complements. Vulnerability management is a necessary component to security, but
it becomes more powerful when coupled with complementary security solutions like privileged
identity management and configuration management. In the past several years, we have seen
some interesting merger and acquisition movement that indicates the move to enhanced
vulnerability management. In 2009, Rapid7 bought the Metasploit Project, an open source
tool for penetration testing, to add to its vulnerability management solution.25 BeyondTrust,
specialists in privileged identity management, acquired vulnerability management vendor eEye
Digital Security in 2012.26 Security and compliance solution player Tripwire strengthened its
portfolio with its acquisition of nCircle in 2013.27

■ Market offerings beyond traditional vulnerability scanning. Vulnerability management
vendors have developed new capabilities to extend beyond pure vulnerability scanning. Qualys’
SaaS security suite includes web application scanning, web application firewall, and compliance
monitoring. Core Security moved into the vulnerability management space with Core Insight, a
solution focused on providing a single view into vulnerabilities across the organization. Rapid7’s
UserInsight provides behavioral monitoring and incident detection. Furthermore, Tenable
Network Security developed its passive scanning technology to aid continuous monitoring.

■ New entrants like NopSec, Risk I/O, and Synack. NopSec offers a SaaS vulnerability
management product that helps S&R pros prioritize, remediate, and collaborate among
technology management groups. Risk I/O’s SaaS vulnerability management platform leverages
external threat intelligence and exploit data. Synack pioneers a crowdsourced penetration
testing solution for enterprises through a bug bounty program.

Integration Enhances Vulnerability Management
Vulnerability management is a means to an end: the reduction of attack surface to the CISO’s most
critical assets. According to Forrester’s targeted attack hierarchy of needs, integration should be a
key component of S&R pros’ vulnerability management strategy.28 Use integration to gain insight
into prioritization, get a better picture of risk, reduce unneeded work, and decrease operational
friction. Keep an eye on:

■ Attack path modeling. These tools help S&R pros map network topology to understand
vulnerable systems based on attack paths within the environment.29 Integrating vulnerability
management with attack path modeling aids risk, prioritization, and remediation efforts to
secure assets that are within arm’s reach for an attacker. Vendors that provide this capability
include Core Security, RedSeal, and Skybox Security.

■ Governance, risk, and compliance (GRC). The data and information collected from
vulnerability management is useful when integrated with a GRC platform for enriched business
context, workflow, and risk analysis. Tying the risks from vulnerability management into GRC
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aids in unifying the risks across the organization, mapping risks to business objectives, and
reviewing risks regularly. Example GRC vendors that work with vulnerability management tools
are EMC-RSA, LogicManager, Modulo, and Rsam.

■ Remediation automation. Rectifying vulnerabilities involves coordination between security
and risk professionals and their infrastructure and operations (I&O) colleagues. After
vulnerabilities are found, teams on both sides are required to make sure fixes are implemented
and then validated for completion. ITSM vendors such as BMC and ServiceNow offer
integrations that automate ticket and workflow creation upon finding vulnerabilities and ensure
actions are assigned to the appropriate team. Qualys and BMC have made an integrated solution
by combining Qualys’ Vulnerability Management and BMC’s BladeLogic.30

■ Penetration testing. Vulnerability scans uncover potential vulnerabilities in your environment,
but penetration testing reduces false positives by determining which weaknesses are valid and
exploitable. Scanning alone simply isn’t enough. CISOs need to know which vulnerabilities are
actually exploitable so they can properly prioritize remediation efforts. Incorporate the results of
penetration tests into your vulnerability scanning solutions. Penetration testing depth can vary
with a firm’s maturity, and solutions exist for different levels of expertise. Notable penetration
testing vendors that provide services are Core Security, Digital Defense, Immunity, NopSec,
Rapid7, and Synack. Core Security, Immunity, and Rapid7 also sell penetration testing products
and frameworks for S&R pros to deploy themselves.

Vendor Landscape
The vulnerability management landscape has various solutions and specialized products. Each
technology has its own strength in the vulnerability management life cycle. Many vendors provide
vulnerability management products and services. When selecting a vendor, prioritize those that
help you better operationalize your efforts. Below, Forrester analyzes each of the major vulnerability
management players:

■ BeyondTrust. BeyondTrust, whose roots are in the privileged identity market, burst onto the
vulnerability management scene in 2012 with its acquisition of eEye Digital Security. Its Retina
Network Security Scanner, in operation since 1999, can scan networks, web applications, virtual
and cloud infrastructure, mobile devices, and databases, and it can be purchased as a standalone
scanner, a vulnerability management suite, or as a platform that unifies BeyondTrust’s vulnerability
management and privileged access and identity management solutions. The focus on correlating
vulnerability information with privileged access and identity management is a big differentiator.

■ Core Security. Core Security is best known for its flagship commercial penetration testing
solution, Core Impact. Core built on that expertise (the firm also provides penetration testing
services) with Core Insight. Core Insight consolidates and prioritizes vulnerabilities from scans
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and correlates them with known exploits and network topology that allows users to track attack
paths to critical business assets. This enables users to identify and focus remediation efforts on
vulnerabilities that pose the most significant risk to the organization.

■ Digital Defense (DDI). Digital Defense, based in San Antonio, developed its patented scanning
and proprietary network endpoint correlation technology for use in its managed service and
on-demand SaaS scanning. DDI’s main market is managed services, supporting small and
medium-size organizations as well as large enterprises. Its vulnerability management platform,
Frontline Vulnerability Manager, focuses on ease of use and good end user experience for S&R
pros. Additionally, DDI offers penetration testing services and security training.

■ Immunity. Headquartered in Miami, Immunity is a boutique security company that specializes
in offensive security and penetration testing — it offers both products and commercial
consulting. Immunity has a range of tools for penetration testers, including wireless penetration
testing and exploit writing and analysis tools, plus the Canvas penetration testing framework.
Immunity also sells Innuendo, an advanced penetration testing tool that models the capabilities
of advanced adversaries.

■ NopSec. Recent startup entrant NopSec offers cloud-based vulnerability management with
a specific focus on remediation planning. Its scanner-agnostic SaaS product, Unified VRM,
correlates vulnerability data with malware, exploit, social, and other feeds as well as an
organization’s IT environment, and allows S&R pros to prioritize vulnerabilities with insight
based on business risk and context. Unified VRM offers automated workflow capabilities,
including social collaboration and knowledge-sharing features, to ease remediation across
organizational barriers. NopSec also offers penetration testing services.

■ Positive Technologies. Positive Technologies started out in 2002 with its vulnerability scanner.
It currently offers vulnerability and compliance management, as well as application security and
critical infrastructure protection. Positive Technologies’ main market is currently Europe and
Asia, but it has started to expand in North America. Positive Technologies also offers application
security capabilities through its Application Firewall and Application Inspector. Its MaxPatrol
vulnerability management solution features protection for SAP and critical infrastructure
including industrial control systems (ICS).

■ Qualys. Qualys is a pioneer in SaaS-based vulnerability management and delivers additional
security controls via the cloud. Qualys offers continuous perimeter scanning, policy compliance
scanning, and web application security. Its web application security capabilities feature web
app scanning, web application firewall, and malware detection. Qualys’s cloud platform allows
customers to engage in on-demand or continuous scans without the need for infrastructure
investment. For S&R pros who need to keep data on-premises, Qualys offers a private cloud
instance with remote management.
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■ Rapid7. Rapid7 is focused on security data and analytics solutions and services; its primary
product portfolio includes Nexpose for vulnerability management and Metasploit for
penetration testing. The Threat Exposure Management solution integrates Nexpose with
Metasploit to provide the capability to simulate attacks and prioritize risk based on exploitability
within the organization’s environment. Rapid7 has also released UserInsight to provide incident
detection and response leveraging its intruder analytics. Rapid7 offers professional services
for security program development, maturity assessments, incident response, and penetration
testing. The company received an additional $30 million in funding from Bain Capital and
Technology Crossover Ventures in December 2014 to fund accelerated growth. 31

■ RedSeal. RedSeal offers an analytics platform that uses configuration data from network devices
and vulnerability scan results to identify and prioritize risks stemming from access paths to
vulnerable critical systems. The company creates a visual model of an organization’s network
and uses this to provide context around how an intruder would be able to move around your
environment. RedSeal helps S&R pros understand network exposure and asset value to direct
remediation efforts to the most meaningful vulnerabilities.

■ Secunia. Headquartered in Copenhagen, Secunia has been in business since 2002 and focuses
on operationalizing remediation and supporting the entire software vulnerability management
life cycle. Its solution portfolio includes its Corporate Software Inspector (CSI) for patch
and vulnerability management and its lightweight Vulnerability Intelligence Manager (VIM).
Secunia also offers free tools for consumer vulnerability management for PCs and Android. Its
patch management product integrates with both Microsoft WSUS/System Center 2012 and
Altiris for third-party patch deployment.

■ Synack. Synack, whose cofounders supported intelligence operations at the National Security
Agency (NSA), uncovers security vulnerabilities for its clients through a crowdsourced bug
bounty program using its own vetted team of white-hat hackers. Delivering its services through
its cloud infrastructure, Synack can engage in continual testing of customer environments. The
firm recently received $25 million in its latest Series B funding.

■ Tenable Network Security. Tenable’s Nessus vulnerability scanner has been in operation since
2002. Tenable’s product portfolio includes solutions for continuous monitoring, vulnerability
management, and vulnerability scanning. The Nessus vulnerability scanner is widely deployed
either standalone or as part of its vulnerability management solution — on-premises or in the
cloud. Tenable also offers a passive scanner as part of its continuous monitoring solution, ideal
for real-time visibility into vulnerabilities. Tenable brings its breadth of capabilities together in
its SecurityCenter CV product for continuous monitoring, pulling in additional information
such as malware detection, configuration audit, network behavior analysis, and log data for
analytics and reporting.
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■ Tripwire. Tripwire entered the vulnerability management market with its purchase of nCircle
in 2013. Leveraging its position as a provider of file integrity monitoring, security configuration
management, and log management, Tripwire’s security portfolio focuses on detecting and
responding to indicators of compromise and vulnerabilities. Its vulnerability management
solution, Tripwire IP360, features network discovery and profiling and web application
scanning. Tripwire continues to build integrated capabilities between its vulnerability
management and configuration management products. In January 2015, end-to-end single
transmission solution provider Belden acquired Tripwire.32

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

CONCENTRATE ON REMEDIATION
S&R pros need to be proactive, cut through the noise, and extract meaningful information that
will protect their companies. Remember: Ruthless prioritization coupled with strong, simple, and
standardized tools and processes gives you the key to timely remediation.

■ Look at managed services. Managed services can lift the burden off of security operations,
so S&R pros can dedicate efforts to identifying high-risk vulnerabilities and how to fix
them. The more security functions a CISO stacks with a managed security service provider
(MSSP), the better the economies of scale.33 If your firm already uses managed services for
IT operations, ask your MSSP to take on vulnerability management also.

■ Adopt continuous monitoring that includes detection and response. You need real-time
visibility into vulnerabilities of your most critical assets. Continuous monitoring of highimpact systems and assets should be the norm. Remember that monitoring isn’t enough; you
must be able to detect and respond to attacks against these assets.

■ Know your data. Not all data are created equal. Protecting toxic data (personal cardholder
information, personal health information, personally identifiable information, and
intellectual property) are paramount.34 Better inform prioritization of remediation by
implementing data classification and discovery. This will help you understand where the
most important data resides and how it is used.

■ Know your adversary. Threat intelligence can also help you identify the areas where you
need the most attention. With adversary intelligence, such as the details of the motivations,
intent, and capabilities of internal and external threat actors, cybersecurity strategies
become targeted and aware.35
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Survey Methodology
Forrester conducted a mixed methodology phone and online survey, fielded in April and May 2014,
of 3,305 business and technology decision-makers located in Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France,
Germany, India, New Zealand, the UK, and the US from companies with two or more employees.
Each calendar year, Forrester’s Business Technographics fields business-to-business technology
studies in 10 countries spanning North America, Latin America, Europe, and Asia Pacific. For
quality control, we carefully screen respondents according to job title and function. Forrester’s
Business Technographics ensures that the final survey population contains only those with
significant involvement in the planning, funding, and purchasing of business and technology
products and services. Additionally, we set quotas for company size (number of employees) and
industry as a means of controlling the data distribution and establishing alignment with IT spend
calculated by Forrester analysts. Business Technographics uses only superior data sources and
advanced data-cleaning techniques to ensure the highest data quality.
Forrester conducted an online survey fielded in January 2015 of 7,238 information workers located
in Australia, New Zealand, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, India, the UK, and US from
companies with two or more employees.
Each calendar year, Forrester’s Business Technographics fields business-to-business technology
studies in 10 countries spanning North America, Latin America, Europe, and Asia Pacific. For
quality control, we carefully screen respondents according to job title and function. Forrester’s
Business Technographics ensures that the final survey population contains only those employed
adults who use a computing device at least 1 hour per day as part of their job. Additionally, we set
quotas for age, gender, and job function as a means of controlling the data distribution. Business
Technographics uses only superior data sources and advanced data-cleaning techniques to ensure
the highest data quality.

Companies Interviewed For This Report
Archer

LogicManager

BeyondTrust

Modulo

BMC

NopSec

Core Security

Positive Technologies

Digital Defense (DDI)

Qualys

Immunity

Rapid7
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RedSeal

Synack

Rsam

Tenable Network Security

Secunia

Tripwire

ServiceNow
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